Electromagnetic locks (maglocks) can be installed on various frames and doors using accessories. To figure out what you need for a maglock install, first measure the door stop. Most maglocks require 2-1/4" to 2-1/2" of flat mounting space for direct mount or mounting bracket. You may need one or more accessories if the door stop is less than 2-1/2".

- Securitron M38, M68, M32, M380E and M680E Magnalocks® fit in 2-1/4" of flat mounting space.
- Securitron M62, DM62 and M82 Magnalocks fit in 2-1/2" of flat mounting space.

**Which maglock accessories does your door need?**

**Aluminum Spacer Brackets (ASB)**
- For aluminum doors
- Used when the blade stop requires the maglock to be lowered
- Available for M32, M62 and M82 only

**Stop Filler Plates (SFP)**
- For steel and wood frames
- Fills or extends a door stop
- Available in 1/4", 3/8", 1/2" and 5/8" thicknesses; all 1-1/4" wide

**Universal Header Bracket (UHB)**
- Extends the header 1" to 1-1/2" to create enough space to mount the magnet
- Provides concealed wiring chamber
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Concrete/Wood Bracket (CWB)
- For concrete filled metal and wood frames
- Easier to install than blind nuts
- Heavy duty wood and metal fasteners included
- Available for M32, M62 and M82 only

Header Extension Bracket (HEB)
- 90 degree angle brackets
- Extends narrow headers to permit maglock mounting

Sample Stop Filler Plate (SFP) and Concrete/Wood Bracket (CWB) combination

Sample Stop Filler Plate (SFP) and Universal Header Bracket (UHB) combination

Additional Options
- TJ and Z Brackets
- Use on in-swing doors
- Use a Z bracket (ZA) with face mount maglocks, (M32/M62/M82 only)
- Use a Top Jamb bracket (TJ) with bracket mounted maglocks (M38/M68 only)
- Dress covers in Clear Anodized, Black Anodized or Stainless Polish
- Find more at assaabloyesh.com

Accessories are available in a clear aluminum or black anodized finish. Verify length of magnetic lock before ordering mounting accessories.